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1. MODULE 3 Comets, Asteroids, andMeteors 2. Can you identify these celestial objects? 3. COMETS AND ASTEROIDS • Comets and asteroids are referred to by astronomers as Near-Earth Objects (NEO). • Comets are icy bodies or objects while asteroids are rocky fragments. • Comets and asteroids are remnants from the formation of our solar
system 4.6 billion years ago. 4. Comparison of some characteristics of comets and asteroids Characteristics Comet Asteroid Origin Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud Main Asteroid Belt Shape Varied/Irregular Varied/Irregular Size range of diameter (kilometer) 1-10 (nucleus only) 1-100 ++ Chemical composition Ice (frozen water); frozen gases (ammonia,
methane, and carbon dioxide); other organic compounds (carbon-containing compounds) Silicates (olivine and pyroxene), iron, nickel Orbit Highly elliptical More rounded Orbital period (years) 75 to 100,000++ 1-100 5. COMETS AND ASTEROIDS • Comets and asteroids have irregular shapes and varied sizes. They both reflect light from the sun at
varying amounts depending on the size and composition. • Silicates are minerals which contain the minerals that contain the elements silicon, oxygen, and at least one metal which is responsible for comets and asteroids to be able to reflect light. 6. COMETS AND ASTEROIDS • Comet and asteroid both orbit the Sun • Comets usually come from the
Oort Cloud which is beyond our Solar System, and a few from Kuiper Belt which is just beyond Neptune’s orbit. • Long-period comets come from the Oort cloud, while short-period comets come from Kuiper Belt. 7. Halley’s Comet • The most famous comet of the 20th century. • Only known short-period comet • It takes 75-79 years for Comet Halley to
orbit the Sun *Long-period comets take 200 to hundred millions of years to complete their orbit around the Sun. 8. Asteroi ds • Asteroids originate from the Main Asteroid Belt between Mars and Jupiter. • This belt is theorized by scientists to be remnants of a planet that did not completely form. 9. Asteroi ds • The orbit of an asteroid is more rounded
and less elliptical than the orbit of a comet. • The asteroid Ceres was discovered in 1801 by Guiseppe Piazzi; it is the largest asteroid. 10. Asteroi ds • Asteroids are made of rocks, ice, carbon, silica and different metals. • Asteroids are also called minor planets or planetoids. 11. COMETS • Comets come from regions of space very far from the heat
and radiaton of the sun. • Comets are made of frozen matter while asteroids are rocky fragments. 12. COMETS and its parts 13. COMETS • Comets are actually dark and invisible. When a comet is near the sun, it becomes visible because tails are formed • When a comet is approaching the sun, its ion tail is behind it but when it is moving away from
the sun, its ion tail goes ahead of it. 14. Asteroid Belt 15. kuiper Belt & oort cloud 16. Metoroid/Meteor/Meteorite • A meteoroid usually all burns up when it enters Earth’s atmosphere. • A meteor is a light phenomenon or a streak of light that occurs when a meteoroid burns up as it enters the Earth’s atmosphere. • When a fragment from the
meteoroid survives and makes it to the ground, this space rock fragment is now called a meteorite. 17. Metoroid/Meteor/Meteorite • A meteor shower is a light phenomenon caused by fragments left by a comet as they orbit the sun. When the earth orbits the sun and passes through the comet fragments, a streak of light is produced. 18. TYPES OF
METEORITES: Stony Meteorite Stony meteorites, the most common type of meteorite, are generally composed of approximately 75 – 90% silicon-based minerals, 10 – 25% nickel-iron alloy, and trace amounts of iron sulfide. 19. TYPES OF METEORITES: Stony-iron meteorite Stony-iron meteorites contain approximately even amounts of silicates and
nickel-iron alloy 20. TYPES OF METEORITES: Iron meteorite Most iron meteorites likely originated in the cores of large asteroids, and are composed almost entirely of nickel-iron alloy, which is also a primary component of the Earth's core. Use our Meteors Asteroids and Comets Worksheet to help your budding astronomer differentiate the pieces of
rock, ice, and gas that streak across the sky. Free Download Below The Meteor, Asteroid, or Comet Worksheet Objective: Compare meteors, asteroids, and comets. MatchCard: Download below. How It Works: Information pieces give facts about meteors, asteroids, or comets. Put them on the correct place on the worksheet. Click image to go to
download. This is MatchCard #10 of the Astronomy Unit Study. Find more information on MatchCard Science below. Get The Facts Comets, Asteroids, Meteors, Oh My! Facts about Meteors Meteors are small pieces of rock and metal that burn up when they come into the Earth’s atmosphere. Meteor showers are momentary streaks of light that can
be seen flashing across the sky. They are commonly called "shooting stars." Asteroids are fields of rocks that orbit the sun that are not large enough to be planets. They are located between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. Theorized to be the remains of old planets. Comets are bodies of ice and gas that travel through space in an orbit. Comets may be
seen in the sky on Earth for days or weeks when they enter our solar system. Theorized to be remains left over from the origin of distant planets. Meteors At Home You can collect micrometeorites by leaving a piece of cardboard on an open field for several days. Use a magnet to separate metallic and non-metallic pieces of dust. Where did the metal
come from? Check if there are any meteor showers or other phenomenon visible in the near future. They occur fairly frequently and are best seen in the early AM before dawn when the moon is not bright. You can check the site www.stardate.org for the next expected shower. Dry ice can be dangerous. Use gloves to handle it; and make sure there is
adult supervision. Combine: 2 cups dry ice, 1 cup sand, 1 cup dirt, 1/2 cup of water, 1/2 cup of corn syrup. Use a blow dryer on your comet to see the impact of the sun. Watch a YouTube video of dry ice comets. Halley's Comet orbits around the sun approximately every 75 to 76 years. Here are the last dates and the next expected date. 1835 1910
1986 2061 (prediction) If you have a family tree, list how old some of your relatives were when Halley last came around. How old will you be when it appears in Earth's sky again? Create models and demonstrations of meteors, comets, and asteroids for the kids to eat. Melt 1/2 cup butter in pan. Add 1 cup chocolate chips and 1 cup mini-marshmallows
until melted. Stir in six cups crispy rice cereal. Form into balls and let cool. Do not eat real meteors; they are not chocolate. Enjoy this NASA inspired recipe. Combine: 6 cups mashed potatoes 1 cup grated cheddar cheese Salt and Pepper to taste Combine ingredients. Mold into nice lumpy looking asteroid shapes. Bake at 375 for 20 minutes. half
gallon of whole milk 8 oz cool whip (slightly thawed) one 14 oz can sweetened condensed milk four crushed Oreos (or other chocolate crumbs) 1/2 cup nuts 1/2 cup coconut Combine all ingredients in a bowl. Mix thoroughly. Freeze. Enjoy. Top of This Page Lesson Objectives and Overview: Asteroids, Comets, and Meteors explores these three space
rocks and their traits. Students will learn to compare and contrast the three types of “rocks” and identify them when they see them. This lesson is for students in 5th grade and 6th grade. Classroom Procedure Every lesson plan provides you with a classroom procedure page that outlines a step-by-step guide to follow. You do not have to follow the
guide exactly. The guide helps you organize the lesson and details when to hand out worksheets. It also lists information in the yellow box that you might find useful. You will find the lesson objectives, state standards, and number of class sessions the lesson should take to complete in this area. In addition, it describes the supplies you will need as well
as what and how you need to prepare beforehand. Options for Lesson In the “Options for Lesson” section of the classroom procedure page, you will see a number of suggestions for additional activities or tasks or alternative ways to go about aspects of the lesson. For the activity, students could use construction paper and other supplies to create
images or models of the three space rocks. Another option is to invite an astronomer to come speak to the class and answer questions for your students. You could also show a fictional movie about a meteorite hitting the earth. If you choose to do so, ensure students get permission from their parents if needed. Another suggestion is to discuss what it
would be like if an object from space collided with the earth. Teacher Notes The teacher notes page provides an extra paragraph of guidance or information as you prepare the lesson. It suggests taking advantage of students’ curiosity about space and teaching the lesson in conjunction with others about space or astronomy. You can write any
thoughts or ideas you have on the lines of the page as you prepare to deliver the lesson to your students. ASTEROIDS, COMETS, METEORS LESSON PLAN CONTENT PAGES Asteroids The Asteroids, Comets, Meteors lesson plan contains four pages of content. The first page discusses that there are many objects floating around in space, such as
planets, stars, moon, and satellites. There are also a few types of space rocks that people often confuse. All three are in space and are rocks, but they are not the same. Asteroids are chunks of rock that circle the sun. They are the largest of the three space rocks and sometimes have metal substances within them. Most asteroids circle the sun between
the Mars and Jupiter orbits. Astronomers call this area the asteroid belt, which includes both inner and outer regions. The inner region contains asteroids that are mostly metal while the outer region contains asteroids that are mostly rock. While there are millions of asteroids, scientists have specifically identified only about 3,000 of them. Some are
as wide as many miles while others are as small as a grain of sand. Ceres was once the largest asteroid in the asteroid belt but is now considered a dwarf planet. Vesta is now the largest asteroid at approximately 400 miles by 285 miles in size. Students may wonder where asteroids come from. The lesson explains that they are the leftovers from the
original formation of the solar system. Most of them show impact craters from colliding with other objects in space. Some have left the astroid belt and spun into other orbits. Comets A comet is like a large snowball filled or covered by dust, metal, and debris because of its icy core, which is covered in a layer of black dust. This core is comprised of
mostly water and gases that froze and mixed together with bits of rock and metal. Comets in the outer parts of the solar system are too far away to see from Earth. Students will learn that the ice within a comet melts and changes into a gas as it approaches the sun. The dust particles spread out around the nucleus in a cloud called a coma. The sun’s
light reflects off the comet, causing it to glow. The size of the coma of an average comet is 60,000 miles across, but it is very thin. Radiation and solar wind drive the coma’s gases away, causing it to form a straight tail, which can grow to 90 million miles in length! If comets are close enough to the sun and pass Earth, people can see them without the
use of a telescope. Astronomers can then identify them as comets as opposed to other types of space objects. Comets come from either the Kuiper Belt or the Oort Cloud. The Kuiper Belt lies beyond the orbit of Neptune, and the Oort Cloud is beyond the outer boundary of the solar system. There are two types of comets: short-period and long-period.
Short-period comets take fewer than 200 years to travel around the sun. These comets come from the Kuiper Belt. Long-period comets, on the other hand, have orbits that last more than 200 years. Some even take longer than 1,000 years. Long-period comets come from the Oort Cloud. Meteors Students will then learn all about meteors. These space
rocks are what people often call shooting or falling stars. However, they are not stars at all. They are basically small pieces of rock or metal that originated from a comet or asteroid. They form when astroids collide or from the debris of a comet. Meteors begin as meteoroids that travel toward the earth’s atmosphere. Astronomers don’t call them
meteors, however, until they actually enter the earth’s atmosphere due to earth’s gravity. When this happens, the meteor heats up and burns, leaving what looks like a bright streak of light in the night sky. The term we use to describe events when many meteors breach the atmosphere is a meteor shower. If a meteor does not burn up after entering
the earth’s atmosphere and instead falls to its surface, it becomes a meteorite. It may surprise students to learn that millions of meteors enter the earth’s atmosphere every single day, but only a few of them reach the surface as meteorites. Around 500 meteorites hit the earth per year. Most of them land in oceans. Scientists have discovered them on
land as well, generally in deserts or cold places like Antarctica. The climates in these regions preserves the meteorite. The last page of the lesson provides a table that summarizes the information students learned throughout the lesson by listing a few basic facts about each type of space rock. The table lists their sizes, substances, sources, and
numbers. It can be a useful tool for students as they complete the worksheets. ASTEROIDS, COMETS, METEORS LESSON PLAN WORKSHEETS The Asteroids, Comets, Meteors lesson plan includes three worksheets: an activity worksheet, a practice worksheet, and a homework assignment. Each handout will help students solidify their grasp of the
lesson material. The guide on the classroom procedure page outlines when to give students each worksheet. DRAW YOUR OWN ACTIVITY WORKSHEET Using the content pages and internet resources, students will draw a picture of an asteroid, a comet, and a meteor. Below each image, they will write five facts that relate to the correct rock. You
may have students work together for the activity, either as partners or in small groups, if you wish. ASTEROIDS, COMETS, METEORS PRACTICE WORKSHEET The practice worksheet includes multiple sections. The first section lists 10 facts. Students must determine whether the fact relates to asteroids (a), comets (C), or meteors (M). The next
section contains eight names. Students must mark whether the name is for an asteroid (A) or a comet (C). Next, students will match the meteor information to the correct term. There are four sentences and four terms in the word bank to match. Finally, students will write a short paragraph about the difference between a short-period and a longperiod comet. MATCHING HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT The homework assignment requires students to match 20 statements or facts to the correct term from the word bank. There are 20 terms, so students will only use each term once. Worksheet Answer Keys The final two pages of the lesson plan document are answer keys for the practice and
homework worksheets. The answers are in red to make it easy to compare with student responses. For the most part, students’ answers should reflect those of the answer keys. However, there may be some variation on the final prompt of the practice worksheet. If you choose to administer the lesson pages to your students via PDF, you will need to
save a new file that omits these pages. Otherwise, you can simply print out the applicable pages and keep these as reference for yourself when grading assignments.
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